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Commercial intros
set for NeoCon 2018
The 50th anniversary of NeoCon
will showcase scores of new,
innovative designs for the
commercial flooring industry.

Award of Excellence

n many ways the commercial contractor flooring market is
like an onion—as you delve into each sector, one layer at a
time, you start uncovering macro issues impacting flooring
choices that go beyond traditional metrics. Sustainability, wellness principles and environmental impacts are among the major
factors affecting facility design across the board, experts say.
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GARDEN CITY, N.Y.—For the third
year in a row, Mohawk
Industries was voted Best
Overall Manufacturer—one of
four Mohawk-branded honors,
and six in all for Mohawk
Group—in FCNews’ 22nd annual
Award of Excellence competition.
Mohawk won for Best
Carpet Manufacturer (Group
A), Best Commercial Carpet
Manufacturer
and
Best
Laminate Manufacturer (Group
A), as well as Best Overall.
Further, two Mohawk companies took home top honors,
including Dal-Tile, which was
named
Best
Ceramic
Manufacturer (Group A) for an
unprecedented 20th consecutive year. Karastan won top honors for Area Rugs.
“At Mohawk, we continue to
invest heavily in the future,” said

Tom Lape, president of Mohawk
residential, who attended the
annual affair at the Garden City
Hotel with several members of
the Mohawk team. “We are honored that retailers recognize our

products, such as the industry’s
first hypoallergenic soft flooring—Air.o; our SmartStrand
franchise and our revolutionary
wood flooring—RevWood, as
Continued on page 20

LVT, carpet tile make the (commercial) grade
By Ken Ryan

looring executives say
there are several reasons
why LVT and carpet tile—
two modular options—represent
the fastest growth and most popular flooring types for commercial
interiors.
Modular flooring categories

F
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offer numerous options, enough designers can use the modularity
to address virtually any budget, of the tile to create spaces within
performance need or design a space and help with wayfinding.
requirement, according to Nathan Stevenson, vice president
Quentin Quathamer, commercial brand and marketing
manager
for
Philadelphia Commercial, a
division of Shaw Industries.
“Modular flooring offers
flexible design options via
installation
pattern.
Combined with style, color
and shape selection, a distinctive design can be easily
achieved. They also mitiThe Trek Bicycle showroom in Lee’s
gate less-than-perfect site
Summit, Mo., features AVA DSGN
conditions where less than
Tuscany Oak from Novalis.
smooth or dry subfloors
exist, which can be budgetrestricting hurdles or delay the of product management, Mohawk
use of the space you just designed Group, noted that carpet tile is a
or renovated.”
good choice “for when you are
Others say carpet tile lends renovating a commercial space
itself to enhanced design because with pre-existing furniture where

you can essentially lift the case
goods in the area an installer is
working, replace the flooring
underneath, lower the furniture,
move to the next tile and
keep the process moving
along. Carpet tile’s benefits
and flexibility help specifiers and end users meet
many of their goals for
commercial
environments.”
In recent years, traditional LVT emerged as a
versatile and durable product offering myriad design
options to provide an excellent value proposition.
“The traditional LVT market continues to evolve
with modification that impart various performance attributes,” said
Kurt Denman, chief marketing
officer/executive vice president,
Continued on page 26
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lisbiz strategies

Build relationships,
get the sale
ast week a retailer
emailed me with a problem: “Some members of
my sales team are losing sales at
the last moment. I’ve been in
business 20 years, and nothing
ticks me off more than when I
watch a salesperson lose what
appears to be an easy sale. In
my head, it’s a slam dunk.
What’s up with these people?
Have they forgotten how to
close?”
I give this retailer a lot of
credit for not jumping into the
middle of the sale; it must have
taken a lot of discipline. If it
were me, I would have been on
my feet, selling and yelling, in
hopes I could save the sale. If
the sale seems imminent, ready
to close and then vanishes, it
sounds like there’s a failure to
ask for the sale.
Salespeople are often
obsessed with closing a sale.
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Latest adhesives promote
By Lindsay Baillie

dhesive manufacturers are continuing to develop premium environmentally friendly products as a
means to stay in lockstep with the flooring
industry’s continuous push toward greener floors. Many of today’s green adhesives
are FloorScore certified, solvent free and
contain zero VOCs—all of which help
contribute points to LEED. These qualities
are all beneficial to the end user and envi-

A

ronment as well as the installers who handle the products on a daily basis.
What’s more, many of these eco-friendly products provide installers with easy-toinstall, quick-drying solutions to help
shorten installation time while also
addressing specific subfloor issues found
on the job site.
Following is an overview of some of the
latest green products hitting the market.

LISBETH

CALANDRINO

series of sales conversations
with the customer. Closing
doesn’t happen by itself and its
doubtful the customer will say,
“I’ll take it,” as soon as you
show her the flooring she asks
for. Everything the salesperson
says on the front end of the sale
is in preparation for the closing.
The Internet has changed the
salesperson’s role in the sale,
but if the customer is in the
store, he needs help from the
salesperson.
Successful salespeople work
to develop a trusting relationship with their cusWithout
SUCCESSFUL SALESPEOPLE WORK TO tomers.
one, the customer
DEVELOP A TRUSTING RELATIONSHIP is not going to buy
no matter what.
WITH THEIR CUSTOMERS. WITHOUT
The goal is to connect with the cusONE, THE CUSTOMER IS NOT GOING
tomer on a personTO BUY NO MATTER WHAT.
al level. You may
have friends in
They push features and benefits common, kids who attend the
in hopes that they will make it
same school or you might like
happen. By presenting features
the same sports team.
and benefits, we are also assumThe only place where a relaing that buying decisions are all
tionship may be unwanted is at
logical. Research tells us that
The Dollar Store or any other
not engaging the emotional part off-price store. In these places,
of the brain is a huge mistake.
the salesperson’s main job is
For example, think about the
making sure the merchandise is
last time you bought a car. You
on the shelves.
were interested in the car, gas
Building a solid relationship
mileage or service schedule,
is the key to the sales process.
etc., but it’s likely when you got
Closing a sale is natural—proin the car you were more
viding you have done the right
engaged with the new car’s look preparation. During the sale, it’s
and smell.
smart to check in with the cusWith today’s consumer, the
tomer, ask if she is getting the
key is to open the sale with con- information she needs and how
versation not a sales pitch.
you’re doing. When the cusCustomers have plenty of infortomer is satisfied, and you are
mation from the Internet. If
confident, ask for the sale.
they are in your store, they are
Enjoy your time with the
looking more for a patient
customer. There’s no need to
friend than an aggressive salesincrease the pressure, in fact,
person. There’s no need to rush
that method can backfire bigthe customer. It’s important to
time. Be yourself and engage
be where the customer is, not
her. You want the customer to
where you want them to be.
have a positive feeling about
Savvy salespeople know that you—she will be your connecclosing the sale relies on a
tion to your next customer.
Lisbeth Calandrino has been promoting retail strategies for the last 20
years. To have her speak at your business or to schedule a consultation,
contact her at lcalandrino@nycap.rr.com.

DriTac
DriTac offers a full line of wood and resilient flooring adhesives that
have been certified by CRI’s Green Label Plus Program and also tout
zero VOCs/zero solvents. This includes DriTac 7800 Supreme Green,
a hybrid polymer adhesive that provides unlimited subfloor moisture
control with no testing required and a lifetime warranty.
Supreme Green is a premium, single-component, environmentally friendly sound- and moisture-control wood flooring adhesive
designed to suppress concrete subfloor cracks. The problem-solving
solutions contain zero VOCs, zero solvents and has been independently tested and certified by CRI for indoor air quality. Manufactured
in the USA, Supreme Green can be used for the successful installations of multi-ply engineered plank, solid wood plank, bamboo flooring and more.
Utilization of DriTac 7800 Supreme Green allows end users to turn what has traditionally been a
two-to-three-day process into a time-efficient, one-day installation that saves the consumer money.
DriTac 7800 Supreme Green is also easy to clean off the surface of hardwood flooring wet or dry and
contains zero isocyanates. With its ability to isolate old cutback adhesive, Supreme Green offers five
installation solutions in one pail.

Henry
Henry, an Ardex Americas brand, has launched its new fast-track, roll-applied vinyl adhesive, Henry 647
Plum Pro, which is formulated with GreenLine technology.
“Since the early 2000s, the Henry GreenLine adhesives have been designed to provide high performance with extremely low odor and VOC emissions,” said Steven Newbrough, environmental programs
specialist, Ardex Americas. “Henry 647 can endure RH levels up to 95% and a pH of 11, making it suitable for use in extreme environments.”
The vinyl adhesive has a long lifespan and is backed by a 20-year SystemOne warranty. As a result,
Henry 647 spreads the environmental impact over a longer period of time, causing it to be lower per
year than some products on
the market, the company said.
This impact is further reduced
by its coverage of up to 400
square feet, as fewer packages
and pails are needed to com-

Turn ‘good’ RSAs into
‘great’ sales pros

How good are your salespeople? These days good isn’t enough;
salespeople have to be better. The customer has changed the way
she buys; has your salesforce changed accordingly? Customers are
spending more time online, making them harder to find. When
you find them do your salespeople know what to say?

Proven sales strategies from Lisbeth Calandrino

Relationships are more important than ever and many of them take
place online. Do your salespeople know how to reach out to these
customers and build those important relationships? Do they have
the skills to bring the online customer into your store?

3.0 selling has changed the sales game.

This three-day course includes self-evaluation, customer need
assessment, tactics for making those all-important online contacts
and creating methods of improving follow-up.
Customers don’t buy products; they buy the benefits products
provide. In order for customers to know what types of product
they need, the features and benefits must be relevant to the
customer’s conditions of satisfaction.

Product knowledge alone isn’t enough.

Online training is also available. For training information and
pricing, call Lisbeth Calandrino at 518.495.5380 or email
Lcalandrino@nycap.rr.com.

plete a job. Henry 647 also
joins a number of Henry
adhesives with FloorScore
certification. It has been tested in accordance with CDPH
v1.2-2017 and meets the
indoor air quality emissions
criteria of LEED, CHPS, The
Green Guide for Health Care
and a number of other
healthy building programs.
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eco-friendly attributes
Laticrete
Latapoxy BioGreen 300, a high-strength, chemical-resistant epoxy adhesive
made with biobased material, is designed to provide an alternative to conventional, nonrenewable, petroleum-derived products.
Equipped for the most demanding installations of tile and stone, Latapoxy
BioGreen 300 exceeds both ANSI A118.3 and ISO 13007 R2 requirements for
epoxy adhesives and can be used in interior and exterior areas such as walls and
floors, as well as wet and dry areas. Additionally, the bio-based epoxy adhesive
can be used to install a variety of ceramic tile, marble and natural stone flooring
products, and it will bond to most sound, clean surfaces, the company stated. It
also spreads easily and can be cleaned with water while fresh.
Latapoxy BioGreen 300 is a component of the Laticrete Lifetime System
Warranty, thereby providing one source, one warranty from the substrate to the
grout.

Uzin
Uzin, a UFloor brand, now offers Uzin KE 2000 S, a premium, universal
adhesive designed for the installation of various floor coverings on both
porous and non-porous substrates. Thanks to its high-solids formulation,
Uzin KE 2000 S has an extremely high coverage rate—up to 630 square
feet per three-gallon pail, depending on the flooring, trowel size and substrate condition. It has high shear strength, high moisture vapor resistance, excellent resistance to plasticizers and is quick drying, thereby
allowing for fast installations.
This installer-friendly adhesive is low odor (less than 20 g/l VOC), easy
to trowel and is ideal for use in occupied buildings such as healthcare and
educational facilities. Uzin KE 2000 S is compliant with both the strict California Specification 01350 (VOC
emissions) and SCAQMD Rule 1168, and it is a LEED v4 contributing product. Furthermore, Uzin KE 2000
S conforms to the requirements of the International Maritime Organization’s Ship Safety Division 0736 and
meets the extremely stringent GEV-Emicode EU standard for very low emissions. Uzin KE 2000 S can be
used in both commercial and residential applications and is suitable for use with all radiant heat systems.

Schönox
One of Schönox’s most popular green adhesives,
Schönox Roll and Go, is a rollable acrylic adhesive for
luxury vinyl tile floors. It is suitable for bonding LVT on
smooth, sound, clean, dry substrates in interior areas.
This rollable, acrylic adhesive will contribute up to five
points in a LEED v4 project. Schönox Roll and Go contributes to low-emitting materials, Environmental
Product Declaration and Material Ingredients, and it
has been recognized as an EC 1Plus-regulated product
yielding very low emissions. Schönox Roll and Go can
be easily applied to substrates and features an open
time of approximately 24 hours. Schönox Roll and Go
offers an immediately loadable surface for LVT installation.
For more than 125 years, Schönox products have
been manufactured in Germany under the strictest
quality standards. The company is certified under the
ISO 9001 and 14001 quality and environmental management standards. In addition, the company’s research
and development division works daily to develop solutions that are innovative with regard to performance as
well as environmental stewardship.

